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Masterpiece edition

The Masterpiece Edition expands Renais-
sance Wars into a 5 or 6 player game. 
masterpiece cards may also be used in a 
standard 2-4 player game, with the modifi-
cations indicated below. 

This packet contains 14 masterpiece cards. 
A special masterpiece meld guide can 
also be found on the back of this sheet.

gaMe preparation  
for 5 & 6 player gaMes

1.  Prepare envelopes and game board 
as indicated in the Renaissance Wars 
Instruction & Guide Book, pgs. 9-11.

2.  When making the play deck (step 4, 
pg. 9), add all of the masterpiece cards, 
2 additional luminary cards and 2 

additional populace cards. (Deck total: 
90 cards.)

3.  Players are dealt 9 cards at the start of 
each round.

4.  Distribute personal action cards, 
coins and meld/card guides, as done 
in the standard game (pg. 11).

gaMe preparation
for 2-4 player gaMes

1.  Prepare envelopes as indicated in the 
Renaissance Wars Instruction & Guide 
Book, pg. 9. 

2. Prepare play deck (step 4, pg. 9):
 •  4-player game: add all of the master-

piece cards and 2 additional luminary 
cards. (Deck total: 88 cards.)

 •  3-player game: add all of the master-
piece cards and 1 additional luminary 
card. (Deck total: 87 cards.)

 •  2-player game: add all of the master-
piece cards. (Deck total: 86 cards.)

3.  Deal cards, distribute personal action 
cards, coins and meld/card guides, as 
done in the standard game (pgs. 10-11).

gaMe instructions

The rules for the Masterpiece Edition game 
are exactly the same for the standard Renais-
sance Wars game, except: 
1.  Masterpiece cards must be placed face 

up on the table as meld as soon as they 
are obtained. Players instantly receive 5 
florins for every Masterpiece card played 
in this way. Like all other meld, cards are 
playable in skirmishes.

2.  Masterpiece cards may be used in 
conjunction with non-Masterpiece 
(standard) cards to complete a meld.

3.  In addition to regular melds, players 
may also make Masterpiece melds, using 
Masterpiece cards only. (See reverse side 
for Masterpiece meld guide, listing these 
special card combinations.)

4.   Masterpiece meld may be made alone 
or in addition to standard meld after 
winning a skirmish. (In other words, the 
player who won the skirmish may lay 
down 1 instance of Masterpiece meld in 
addition to 1 instance of a standard game 
meld.)

5.   If playing with the Radiant Luminary 
Edition (a special expansion set), Leonar-
do da Vinci may be sacrificed to change 
the dominant condition to master-
piece by flipping over the current dom-
inant condition marker on the game 
board. This is the only way masterpiece 
can become the dominant condition.
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Masterpiece Meld guide
Masterpiece meld is made using Masterpiece cards only.

         (1 of each) ........................................300 

2  fleurs ............................................................................30

2  kings ..............................................................................25

2  queens ...........................................................................20

2  castles ..........................................................................15

2  bishops ..........................................................................10

2  animals ...........................................................................5

2  pawns ...............................................................................2
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